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Due to the nature of the way the DA62 
Improvement Mod has redone the panel 
and systems of the aircraft it requires some 
additional work to make these livery packs 
compatible. Most likely it will be noticed 
either by loss of systems or functionality in 
the cockpit or failure to load into sim after 
selecting the aircraft.

This affects all except my Gold liveries, as 
they do not require the registration colour 
to be changed in both the Desire and 
Delight (Curved) livery packs. Unfortunately, 
that also becomes part of the solution, and 
users of the Improvement mod must choose 
to either have black or white registrations 
on all DA62 liveries.

To implement this work around you will 
need the following:

- Text Editor (recommend Notepad++)
- Knowledge of your Community Directory 
Location

ABOUT
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1. Close MSFS if running

2. Navigate to the Livery folder at \
Community\n24-aircraft-da62-livery-
delightcurved\SimObjects\Airplanes\N24-
da62-delightred\ and open the aircraft.cfg 
with a text editor

INSTRUCTIONS 
(OPTION 1)

3. Locate the line panel = “delightred” and 
delete delightred.
The final result should look like this:

panel = “” 
 
4. Save and close the aircraft.cfg

This option sets all registrations to use the 
default black font colour.
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5. Repeat this process for the remaining 
liveries (not including desiregold or 
delightgold)

6. Launch the sim and enjoy the liveries, but 
with Black Registrations

INSTRUCTIONS 
OPTION 1 (CON’T)

1. Close MSFS if running

2. Navigate to the DA62 Improvement 
Mod Panel folder at \DA62X\SimObjects\
Airplanes\Asobo_DA62\panel\ and open 
the panel.cfg with a text editor

INSTRUCTIONS 
(OPTION 2)

This option sets all registrations to use 
white font colour. This includes all liveries 
NOT covered by this pack INCLUDING 
Default liveries.
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3. Locate the section:
[VPainting01]

Replace font_color=black with 
font_color=white

The final result should look like this:

[VPainting01]
size_mm   = 2048,512
texture   = $RegistrationNumber
location    = exterior

painting00=Registration/Registration.html?font_color=white, 

0, 0, 2048, 512 
 
4. Save and close the panel.cfg

5. Launch the sim and enjoy these liveries 
(and every other DA62 livery) with White 
Registrations

INSTRUCTIONS 
OPTION 2 (CON’T)
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PILOT’S NOTES

It is unfortunate that despite untold hours 
of attempts to try and get the registrations 
to show up correctly while still being able to 
utilize the Improvement mod have not born 
fruit.

Whilst inelegant, these two options at least 
give the community ways to enjoy both the 
livery packs and the mod together.

Safe Skies

Tristan “Novawing24” Ayton
YWLM, April 2022
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VERSION HISTORY

Version 1.0
- Release version
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SOCIALS & CONTACT
You can find me all over the web, as far as I 
know I’m the only Novawing24 out there!

YouTube - 
 https://www.youtube.com/novawing24 

GumRoad -
 https://gumroad.com/novawing24

Twitch - 
 https://www.twitch.tv/novawing24

Twitter - 
 https://twitter.com/novawing24/

Facebook -
 https://www.facebook.com/Novawing24

Website - 
 https://novawing24.com/

Patreon - 
 https://www.patreon.com/novawing24

Instagram - 
 https://www.instagram.com/novawing24/

Discord - 
 https://discord.gg/vQTMxw7

https://www.youtube.com/novawing24
https://gumroad.com/novawing24
https://www.twitch.tv/novawing24
https://twitter.com/novawing24/
https://www.facebook.com/Novawing24
https://novawing24.com/
https://www.patreon.com/novawing24
https://www.instagram.com/novawing24/
https://discord.gg/vQTMxw7 
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It is not the critic who counts; not the man who 
points out how the strong man stumbles, or where 
the doer of deeds could have done them better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in 
the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat 
and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who 
comes short again and again, because there is no 
effort without error and shortcoming; but who 
does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows 
great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends 
himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in 
the end the triumph of high achievement, and who 
at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring 
greatly, so that his place shall never be with those 
cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor 
defeat.

~ Theodore Roosevelt
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